Where will your fleet be in the next few years? Will your company be ahead of
the pack or lagging behind in implementing electric, CNG and other new vehicle
technology?
Take advantage of a free "carbonBLU Brief" to assess your fleet's sustainability
and give you three vehicle replacement scenarios as you plan for the future to
reduce fuel costs and vehicle emissions.

What will you get?
This “carbonBLU Brief” is a high-level, 30,000foot view of a fleet's sustainability. It provides a
simple inventory of the fleet-generated CO2
emissions and uses assumptions where detailed
data is not available. The carbonBLU Brief
includes three comparisons for replacing
vehicles, tools to help create a Sustainable Fleet
Plan, consolidated data for NAFA’s Sustainable
Fleet Accreditation application, and general
information on alternative fuels and advanced
technologies that can help reduce petroleum
use.
The carbonBLU Brief is a starting point that
establishes the current vehicle inventory, fuel
cost and CO2 emissions to be used as a
benchmark that is compared to three different
vehicle replacement scenarios and to future
progress. Standard replacement scenarios are
presented as examples of what can be done and
they are not necessarily the best solutions for
your particular fleet. It is recommended that
further analysis and review be completed prior to
creating an implementation plan or purchasing
vehicles.

The carbonBLU Brief is provided as a no-cost service to San Joaquin Valley fleet
operators through an agreement between CALSTART and carbonBLU, funded through
the California Energy Commission. Funding is limited, so contact carbonBLU by email at
rick.sikes@carbonblu.com or call (415) 991-0859.
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